Dear New Faculty Member:

On behalf of the University Library, WELCOME to American University!

We are excited you are here and want to share with you some of the ways in which we are here to support your teaching and your research. You'll find links and linked pictures throughout this welcome packet that will take you to our most up-to-date information about different services we hope you'll take advantage of in your time here.

Sincerely,

The American University Library Team
At AU, there are few things that may be different than your previous institution:

**ACADEMIC TECHNOLOGY**
This department, which includes our Learning Management System (Canvas), Audiovisual services, and E-Learning Support, is part of the library! Click the title to learn more about the types of services they offer.

**LIBRARY FACULTY
SUBJECT SPECIALISTS**
Each academic department has a specialist assigned to support you and your students. Click above to learn who your librarian partner is and how they can assist with your teaching and research needs.

**BRANCH LOCATIONS**
- **Archives & Special Collections** in the Spring Valley Building, Suite 204
- **The Music Library** in Katzen Arts Center, Room 150
- **The Curriculum Materials Center (CMC)**, co-located with the School of Education in the Spring Valley Building, Room 418

We belong to the Washington Research Library Consortium (WRLC) which includes:

- American University
- Georgetown University
- George Mason University
- George Washington University
- Catholic University
- Marymount University
- Gallaudet University
- Howard University
- University of the District of Columbia

*Items requested from any of these schools take 2-3 days to arrive at AU!*
Ways we can support your TEACHING
Click on the pictures, icons, or links (underlined) to learn more!

COURSE RESERVES + CANVAS INTEGRATION

The Reserves department is committed to purchasing every required CORE textbook as well as all textbooks costing more than $75. Chapter scans are limited to 10% of a book.

FINDING & USING INFORMATION

You can also invite a librarian to speak in your class, or integrate online literacy tutorials using Credo.

PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES

We encourage you to learn about our Antiracist Praxis.

FILM SCREENINGS or VIDEO CLIPS

Subject to copyright restrictions.

BORROWING EQUIPMENT

KALTURA, QUALTRICS, RESPONDUS & MORE

AUDIOVISUAL SUPPORT

CANVAS

TECHNOLOGY FOR TEACHING

TECHNOLOGY FOR TEACHING
AV EQUIPMENT BORROWING

3D PRINTING

SIMPLE STUDIO

MAC LAB*

*Located in the Anderson Computing Complex

ACADEMIC

POSTER PRINTING

We also help with
STUDENT RESEARCH

But faculty can use these resources as well!

Best Writing studies program research paper -- $1000
Best Undergraduate Research Paper -- $1000
Bowles Award-- for capstones that focus on poverty
Purchasing
Request necessary materials for our permanent collection

Proxies
Let students do the borrowing for you!

Supporting faculty research with library materials

12 million
WRLC print materials & even more with ILL

100,000+
Journals

600+
Databases

3 due dates for physical books
January 31 / May 31 / September 30
And unlimited borrowing!
New Fac To Do:

- Check out LinkedIn Learning.
- Get support in my preferred bibliographic manager
  - Zotero, Mendeley, Endnote Basic
- Organize my research images with Tropy.
  - Contact Gwendolyn Reece, greece@american.edu
- Design an online exhibition with Omeka S
  - Contact Melissa Becher, mbecher@american.edu
- Or get an EdSpace site through WordPress
  - Contact edspace@american.edu
- Learn how to conduct text mining.
  - Contact liberm@american.edu to check licensing

DATA SERVICES
SHARE
ARCHIVE
REVIEW
PURCHASE

SPECIALIZED
RESEARCH
CONSULTATIONS

GEOSPATIAL
RESEARCH LAB

For METADATA CREATION contact our expert, Alayne Mundt, mundt@american.edu
OPEN ACCESS FUND
Request assistance in paying article processing fees (APCs) to publish in an Open Access Journal with our specialty fund.

QUALITATIVE DATA REPOSITORY MEMBER
QDR is a dedicated and secure archive for digital data with robust reviews to prevent participant data from being re-identified.

RESEARCH IMPACT SUPPORT
Get help with selecting the best metrics and methods to demonstrate impact, making strategic publication decisions and maximizing the reach of scholarship.

American University Digital Research Archive
The ideal host for your research output--of any kind! AUDRA is open access and discoverable in Google Scholar.

We can also create DOIs and metadata for research datasets in AUDRA, just contact Stefan Kramer, skramer@american.edu

AUTHOR RIGHTS & COPYRIGHT FAIR USE CONSULTATIONS
- Are you sure your copyright transfer agreement is in your best interests?
- Are you quoting or reproducing someone else’s work outside the fair use exemption?
  ○ Contact our expert, Chris Lewis, clewis@american.edu